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Arts and Sciences
Cuts Back One-third
By Laura Tolley

crease their courses I 0 percent to 20
percent.
University of New Mexico deThe college has a $500,000 shortpartments have delivered revised fall in its expected budget for
schedules for summer classes to the academic year 1983-84, Garcia
Office of Admissions and Records. said. He said his administration is
Robert Weaver, dean of Admis- trying to "evenly spread" the desions and Records', said the office crease during the summer, fall and
was supposed to have received all spring semesters.
"Some big cuts will be necesthe revisions by Tuesday afternoon.
sary,"
he said, to meet the shortfall.
He said there will probably be disGarcia
said the college will not be
cussions and meetings before the
able
to
rehire
some faculty for fall or
final summer schedule is issued.
fill
about
10
vacant faculty posiSummer registration begins
tions.
Monday.
He said the college is trying to
Dean Chris G\lrcia of the College make cuts that least affect the stuof Arts and Sciences said, overall, dents.
Vera Norwood, assistant to the
the college will be cutting about oneprovost, said reductions will be abthird of its courses.
"We're in bad condition for this out 25 percent universitywide.
Norwood said because the Fine
next year,'' he said,
Garcia said some departments in Arts, Arts and Sciences and Educathe college will probably have to cut tion colleges have large enrollments
more than half the summer course in the summer, they will be the ones
offerings and others will have to de- affected most severely.
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ALTERNATIVE CLASS SESSION: Classes are deciding to hold sessions outside now that
spring has finally come. Former Sen. Fred Harris lectures to his Legislative Process class at
the duck pond. The temperature for the rest otthe week will be in the middle 70's with slight
breezes.

N.M. Tribal Law's Sovereignty Debated
''Arc you saying that the Heves it nearly always has jurisdic450,000-acrc reservation is just as tion over non-Indians, whether they
Mexico gives Indians jurisdiction independent of New Mexico for the arc on or off the reservation, and is
over wildlife and .the non-Indians purposes of this -.:ase as Arizona is, concerned about wildlife managehunting it on reservation lands, an subject to Interior Department ment statewide -including 'on 7
attorney told the Supreme Court approval?" asked Chief Justice million acres of Indian land.
Warren Burger.
"A reservation does not provide
Tuesday.
"Yes," Fettinger said.
In a 5-year-old case that could
immunity to a non-Indian unless he,
But a lawyer for the state said if too, can prove a federal law preaffect non-Indian hunting and
fishing on reservations nationwide, the high court agreed, it would mean empts state law or he has an associaGeorge Fettinger said the Mescalero any Indian regulation involving non• tion with .a tribe with reference to the
Apache Indian Tribe of south- Indians would supersede state law. governing of its own members, or if
INSIDE:
"That would be an openended its internal affairs would be discentral New Mexico rests its
situation," said Tom Dunigan, spe·
sovereignty claim on the treaty.
CANDIDE:
"The treaty was made in 1852, cial deputy attorney general for the
which predates statehood, which state. "Whenever an Indian tribe
SeePage 10
came in 1912," said the Alamagor- enacts an ordinance, it would be preemptive." .
do lawyer.
FACULTY BOYCOTT:
Justice William Rehnquist
Pettinger also said the tribe· s fish
SeePage4 ·
and game regulations arc approved appeared to agree, saying: ''If a tribby the U.S. lnterior Dcpartmentand al order approved by the Department
therefore
have the force of federal of Interior has the force of federal
FRISBEE THROW:
SANTA FE (UPI) ·~Judge
Jaw, pre-empting state law even if it pre-emptive law, then a lot of our
SeePage ff
conflicts with tribal regulations as in discussion has been unnecessary.'' Michael Francke ofthe First Judicial
Dunigan said New Mexico be- District was appointed Tuesday as
the Mescaleros' case.
corrections secretary by Gov. Toney
Anaya. He replaces Roger Crist,
who resigned six days ago.
.
Anaya said the former general
counsel to the Corrections Department is "intimately familiar" with
the often beleaguered agency and
has the qualifications and experience to guide it.
The governor said Francke, 36,
.will take over permanently in four to
six weeks.
Crist resigned, effective May 1,
after nearly three years, to take a
one-year fellowship with the
National Institute of Corrections in
Boulder, Colo.
Anaya also named Eloy Mondragon,40, as acting corrections secretary. Anaya said Mondragon, who is
deputy secretary ot' .operations for
corrections, later will be named warden of the heW southern corrections
facility at Las Cruces, which is scheduled for completion in June ..
Francke, as a lawyer in thenAttorney General Anaya's office,
conducted an investigation into the
Corrections Department in 1975, He
later served as general counsel to the
Corrections Department, among
other duties.
More important than Francke's
experience, Anaya said, is . that
"he's compatible with me and my
administration.''
CHOW TIME: Four- ynr-o/d Tr•f•n Couture t•k•• time out of his day to feed the ducks.
WASHINGTON. D.C. (UPI)-

A treaty older than the state of New

rupted," he said.
Both sides agreed the Indians
have the right to govern their own
tribal members and the Mescaleros
have done a good job with wildlife
management on the reservation neat
Ruidoso.
The arguments Tuesday marked
the second time the case has been
before the Supreme Court. It also
has twice been debated before a
federal district court and twice becontinued on page 7

Anaya Appoints Judge
Corrections Secretary

•·

,.

Anaya had said previously he
wanted a New Mexican to fill the job
and he had been soliciting Francke
for the post for several days.
Nonetheless, Francke said, "Pm
not leaving the bench eagerly.''
He said he enjoyed the nianagementsideofhisjudicial duties, ''but
I look at the Corrections Department
as a .larger opportunity, from the
standpoint of management. "
Anaya declined to disclose Francke's salary, but said; "He's coming
on as a Cabinet secretary and the
salary will be commensurate with a
Cabinet secretary's salary." Crist
had been earning about $50,000 a
year.
Francke said he is awate of the
continued on page, 7

Snafu
Tuesday's New Mexico Daily
Lobo incorrectly identified the
city councilors who voted for the
resolution calling for Albuquerque not to participate in federal
nuclear evacuation planning.
Councilor Vincent Griego voted
for the resolution, not Councilor
Baca.
The Daily Lobo regrets the
error.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Trade Talks Address
Mexican Economics Watt Blasts Liberals, Defends Policies
MEXICO CITY - Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan said Tuesday that the Mexican economic crisis caused the loss of200,000 American jo\ls last year through the drop
in U.S. exports to Mexico.
Regan is in Mexico along with
Secretary of State George Shultz and
Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige for two days of top level talks
with Mexican leaders on trade, Central America and the. Mexican economic crisis.
Speaking to reporters \lefore beginning the second day of talks, Regan explained that the Mexico crisis
hurt the United States last year in
several ways.
"For every $1 billion that it (U.S.
exports) drops, that's a loss of 25
thousand jobs in the United States,"
Regan said, "It dropped last year
(to) a net figure of $8 billion . , . and that probably
accounted for somewhere in the
neighborhood of 200,000 jobs."
Regan added that U.S. exports
would decline further this year, but
gave no firm figure.
He also explained why the United
States arranged $2.2 billion in credit
for Mexico last August, when Mexico nearly ran out of dollars.
"They were very close to default.
That's why the United States acted
as quickly as it did, The United
States would have been in a tough
situation" because of the capital lent

by American banks,
He said a major purpose of the
visit is to coordinate the work between treasury and finance officials
of both countries.
"One of the major themes that we
discussed was is the need for more
foreign capital in Mexico and .the
ned for more exports by Mexico because obviously they cannot depend
solely on oil," Regan said.
Oil currently brings in 80 percent
of Mexico's hard currency each
year, \Jut the soft market and falling
prices helped plunge the nation into
its current crisis.
Mexico is aiming to increase its
exports 30 percent over 1982, when
they fell drastically,
He said if they fall .short of that
figure, or if oil prices drop sharply,
the country would need more foreign credit, but he does not expect it.
"We didn't come with a checkbook," he said.
Regan said the United States will
make a major effort at the upcoming
Williamsburg, Va., economic summit to get finance and treasury
ministries of the industrial powers to
coordinate their efforts in a similiar
manner.
Regan said the Mexicans were
worried a\lout continued high interest rates in the United States, because it set the l'llte of interest payments on their $82 billion foreign
debt.

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
Scholarships of $1,000 per mo.nth are now being offered by thE
Department of the Navy to exceptional college students with
backgrounds In math, physics, chemistry and engineering.
Training leads to positions In such areas as nuclear power
operation and maintenance, research and Instructing. Starting
salary after graduation $27,800. Up to $40,000 In four years.
Exceptional benefits offered. College sophomores, Juniors and
aenlora may apply now.

C•ll N•v•l OHlcer Progr•m•
at 788·3885 tor more Information.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-The United States govern·
ment is using military satellites and high-altitude airplanes to spot marijuana r,row.ing on public land, Interior Secretary James Watt said Tuesday.
''With our technology - high-altitude planes and
satellites - we can spot marijuana plants everywhere,'' he told a breakfast gathering of Republicans.
Watt said he did not know how much money or
personn~l have been committed to drug reconnaissance. He said if he did know, he would not tell.
Watt made the remark in answer to a question from
former Arkansas Gov. Frank White, Marijuana has
become a major cash crop in Arkansas, where the mild
climate of the Ozarks is perfect for growing sensimilla,
a type of marijuana considered especially potent.
Federal authorities have become concerned because
some growers plant their crops under the trees on
national forestland. With spring planting under way,
agents ofthe National Forest Service and the Bureau of
Land Management have been meeting with State
Police to coordinate this year's drug battle in
Arkansas.
Watt, who oversees one-third of the land in America, blasted liberals and the media for lying about his
efforts at caring for the land. Armed with colorful
charts and graphs, he said the Reagan administration

has "done more good than anyone else" for the environment.
Reagan has spent more money than former President Carter to restore national parks and protect endangered species, Watt said, He has also allowed more
oil and gas leases offsllore, which will keep America
independent of foreign oil sources, he said .
"AU the lands are better managed today then they
were when I took over ... and yet there's this huge
battle," Watt said.
''If the battle were over air quality or the way we
manage our parks, everyone would be on our side,'' he
said. ''The battle is over the form of government under
which we will Jive and future generations will live."
Liberals, he said, want a "centralized, controllr.d
society that doesn't take care of the environment or
jobs or national security or the quality of life."
Reagan's approach, on the other hand, "lifts up the
dignity of the individual so there can be spiritual freedom and political liberty," Watt said.
Watt also warned that Americans will ''rue the day"
Congress refused to increase the country's water management budget.
"'My hands wiii be clean," he said. "And those
who criticized us will have to bear the burden of
\!ringing harm to the American people.''

Sat~rday

Don't be left outl Last November we
ordered 50,000 White Castle hamburg"
ers, and they were all sold by noon.
Now we've ordered more- 102,000f
Bekins Van Unes is bringing them in
frozen, and we'll prepare many to serve
on the spot. You can also take a case ·
home still frozen. But the word about
\XIhite Castles has spread far and wide.
So come early. Discover why people back
East drive miles out of their wayjust to
bite into a few White Castles. Why

.tees, with the future oflsrael 's main
ally in south Lebanon, renegade
Lebanese army Maj. Sa'ad Haddad,
still the main stumbling block.
In Jerusalem, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin sent a personal
message to President Reagan expressing sorrow over the attack on
the embassy.

press our profound condolences to
the bereaved families and pray for
the speedy recovery of the injured,"
Begin wrote in the letter he signed,
"Most respectfully and sincerely,
Menachem."
Before the session got under way.
U.S. envoy Philip Habib's secretary, who was slightly wounded in
the bombing, was taken to an Israeli
"Dear Ron, I write in the name of hospital, U.S. officials said.
all Israel when I express to you my
Habib was to arrive later in Israel
deep shock at the terrible outrage for talks with officials in Jerusalem,
which took the lives of so many of the officials said. Both Habib and
the American embassy in Beirut," Draper were in Beirut. but they were
Begin wrote.
not at the embassy at the time of the
In the central resort town of
''We mourn the dead and we ex- explosion.
Netanya, negotiators met in the
32nd session of the U .S.-sponsored
talks on withdrawal of troops from
Lebanon and vowed Monday's
Beirut blast would not affect the
GDANSK, Poland- Police interrogated former Solidarity leader Lech
pace of the negotiations.
Walesa for the third time in seven days Tuesday, and the government hinted
"We are going to make prog- he could be held responsible for any violent demonstrations on May I .
''They wanted to give me a hard time," Walesa told reporters after he
ress," U.S. deputy Middle East enemerged
from the red-brick Gdansk militia headquarters, •'but I am becomvoy Morris Draper told reporters.
ing
better
and better at refusing to answer their questions."
"We are very determined to move
Walesa
was
intercepted by police Monday while driving from his home in
ahead as rapidly as possible. ''
the Baltic seaport to Warsaw for ceremonies honoring victims of the Jewish
There are ail estimated 30,000 uprising against the Nazis at the Warsaw ghetto 40 years ago.
Israeli, 40,000 Syrian and 10,000
Following his release after nine hours, Walesa said he and his wife Danuta
PLO forces in Lebanon.
would stay home May I and would not participate in demonstrations being
The negotiators met in full session organized by the Solidarity underground.
"People will go regardless, whether I am there or not," Wales a said, "and
and then held discussions in the
military and political subcommit- we could be charged with calling on the people to demonstrate."
Walesa. said he still planned to meet with foreign reporters Wednesday to
give a full explanation of his rece!lt secret talks with fugitive activists of the
banned Solidarity union.
The government newspaper Rzeczpospolita (The Republic) condemned
the Solidarity underground's call for mass demonstrations and protests May
I, saying they were an attempt to cause violent confrontation that could even
imperil Pope John Paulii's visit to Poland in June.

Eat your fill at our \XIhite Castle festival-.
then take a case home for your freezer.
Pick up your order May 14th, after 8:00
am at the School Cafeteria.

Send order form and
Cashier's Check, Money
Order, or Personal Check.
Make payable to:
QUEEN OF HEAVEN SCHOOL PFA
5303 Phoenix Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

Please pick up your
orders by 4:00 P.M.

NAME -------~-PHONE N O , - - -

Ordet--casesaf4Bat $23.95 eath

ADDRESS---------------

AMOUNT ENCLOSED S --~--------

oueenof .
Heaven SChool

ZZ7.000

ART REPRODUCTION

White Castle
HAMM!GEAS

m~ile~ast~

Iii
Aria~~~~~& New~

&

LASER PHOTO ART

FESTIVAl
1n association wtth:
Bekin's van Lines
Coke
Colorworld

'

Balllio's

Remco

Tee·s·West

Friedman's Microwave Ovens

Monday, Aprill8- Friday April 22
9-5 p.m. New Mexico Union main level
Art Reproductions $3.25 each - 3 for $8.25
Laser Photos $4.00 each - 2 for $7.00
Fram~d pictures $14.95 includes print and lrame

celebrities and high. rollers order them
flown in when they move away from
cities where White Castles are sold.
White Castle has the taste some people
just won't live without. And you don't
have to, even though the nearest White
Castle restaurant is over a thousand
miles away.

Advance orders accepted
for full cases 48 White
Castles at S23.95 per
case.

Walesa Won't Attend Protests

SA E

May 14th.

Be Prepared.

Negotiations Progress Despite Attack
Israeli and Lebanese negotiators
met to discuss troop withdrawals
Tuesday and U.S. officials pledged
to move the talks ahead rapidly despite the U.S. Embassy bombing in
Beirut. Israel linked the attack to the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
"I have no doubt that the PLO, in
one way or other- is behind or part
(of) or related (to), certainly ... this act of terror," Israeli
Deputy Foreign Minister Yehuda
Ben-Meir said in a speech in Jerusalem to American Jewish fundraisers.

m~ile~astte !Jay

lOO's to choose from

sponsored by
N.M. Union

•
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Hc;>r)durans Study Registration

Forum

By Patricia Gabbett

i

---Opinion~---

----Letters.··----

Boycott Appropriate

Graffiti-Writers Extolled
As Free Speech Bearers

Representative Dick Minzner's statement oefending John Perovich
in last week's Daily Lobo is typical of the kind of political double-think
which goes on In S<Jnta Fe. He says: "It is likely that a· vigorous
denunciation of the Legislature's actions would make it more difficult
to obtain increased funding next year.'' But of course I That's why we
gave them all those Final Four tickets. Apparently the Legislature is
composed mostly of short-sighted individuals who respond only to
bribes and flattery.
But wait I Minzer says in the same eoitorial: "Most legislators will
recognize the impact that a zero increase has, regardless of whether
the University's attitude is critical or conciliatory.'' Well, which is it,
Dick? If they are that rational and detached why is it necessary for the
president of the University to make false and embarrassing statements and insult the intelligence of his own faculty?
If the state Legislatt.Jre is indeed composed of individuals who base
their decisions solely on sober analysis then it should make no difference if the faculty expresses justifiable criticism of their budgetary
arrangements. If, on the other hand, our lawmakers are sensitive to
criticism and praise and favors, then why not go whole hog and grant
them honorary degrees(!), contribute to their campaigns and offer
them our wives?

1017AY ON llie PEOPI.E.'S
COURJ... "THHP.5~ OF
1H5 aA5HIN0 COUP!.~."
AND Hme ARE O()R 'TWO
£-ITIGANT5 NOW ...

ltz. __.....--~

By Richard Berthold

Daily Lobo
Vol. 87

No.-139
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YOUR HONOR/ 1 PIP IT
'CAUS6 ~ CAM€. CNf.R ONE
Nl® AND 5HAV~D 'THE

In fact, we should have special walls designated for nothing but
graffiti. And if you are too uninformed to understand the meaning of
some of this graffiti, I think that this points to the true failure of our
"democracy" to educate you. Militarism is a feminist issue because
the different key issues of our day are interrelated. The world's "war
machine" is perpetrated by the same system of values (and people
who support them) that oppresses women, people of color, Jews,
gays and people of different political persuasions.
This wonderful graffiti inspires me to strive for solidarity in the
efforts to create a world of peace and human dignity.
Keep up the good work, graffiti-writers.
Douglas Banasky Frieden

WORDS ~KICK Mf(;" ONltJ 11-15
BACK OF MY CI\T ''FR€17."
I'M SUING FOR $ 3 MIWON
1\NV' A N6W CAT.

"'
JUIX:if- WAPN~ BAll-IFF...
AU/JAYS KNOWS KICK 1H€5e:
HOW 10 ~!Ve 1WO NUTS
1H65€ PWCATE IN 1H5 fliJTf,
CAS€5.
f'
_,

r-.--1

lile OTtleR COMPUTeRS SI1He SToRe WaRNeD Me
To GeT ~oMeTHiNG Will-1 MoRe MeMoRV,
[;,oMeTtliNG COMPaTiBLe WiTH oTI-feR UNiTS-BuT DiD I LiSTeN?
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UNM ARCHEOLOGY staffmembers sit on top of an antique (:ar at the Ridges Basin Project Area between Colorado and /Vew Mexico.

Summer Sites Offered
For Archeology Study
By Laura Tolleye
The University of New Mexico and New Mexico State University are for the fll'St time jointly offering an archaeology field
session this summer at two sites.
UNM professor Ben Nelson
said the combined effort is being
made to provide "a richer intellectual atmosphere'' for the participating students,
Three UNM professors, two
NMSU professors and six graduate students will divide their
knowledge and efforts between
about 30 participants, Nelson
said.
One site is in the upper Pecos
River area, and the southern
camp will be in the foothills of
the Black Range, westofTruthof
Consequences.
Research at the Pecos site will
focus on the Rowe Pueblo - "a
very large, complex prehistoric
settlement," Nelson said.
Participants will do preliminary mapping of the area with high
technology equipment, he said,
The southern camp is smaller
and less complex than the. Rowe
Pueblo, Nelson said, students
there will perform subsurface investigation and scout for other
possible sites, he said.
The program is designed to
provide a thorough understanding of the skills and techniques
necessary to carry out modem
archaeological research and ac-

quaint students with specific research problems involved in investigating prehistoric cultures in
the Southwest,
The program is seven weeks
and can be taken for a maximum
of six credit hours. Students
generally will work about eight
hours a day, five days a week and
will also do lab work at night,
Nelson said.
The living conditions will be
"fairly primitive; everyone will
basically live in tents,'' Nelson
said.
"It's an intensive learning ex·
perience," he said.
Nelson said about 20 people
from different parts of the country have already signed up for the
course, Which costs $612.
There are no formal prerequisites for enrollment. Participants will be selected on the basis
of their interest in becoming
qualified archaeologists and their
willingness to work hard to
achieve their goal.
Reference letterS are required
along will college transcripts.
Nelson said it would be a good
idea if students had already taken
some archaelogy classes.
All applicants must be in good
health and be able to perform
hard physical labor.
Application deadline is April
30. For more infonnation contact
the UNM Department of Anthropology.

Role of Leisure
Topic for Lunch
"Women and leisure" is the topic
of a free Brown Bag Luncheon from
noon to 1 p.m. Thursday at the University of New Mexico Women's
Center, 1824 Las Lomas Blvd. NE.
Liz Stefanics, a UNM assistant
professor of health, physical education, and recreation, will speak on
the role leisure has traditionally
played in women's lives, how
socialization has set up barriers and
myths affecting women's participation in certain recreational activities,
and how societal changes could
affect the future scenario of women
and leisure.

DO YOU
. LIKE
V.0 LLIYDALLf

We are New Mexico's #1 Walleyboll Club.

WALLEYBALL SPECIAL with this coupon:
1. full use of Executive Sports Club, except Nautilus and C.A..T. room
2. Free use of Racquetball courts during "preferred time.''
Reservations can be made 2 days In advance by phone.
3. One free Executive Wolleyboll T-Shirt.
4. Friday night Walleyball Parties!
5. The best time you've ever hod!
All thl.s lor only $149.00 plus lox lor o six month membership.

coupon good unlil May 15. 1983
40 First Plaza at the Goleria 842-9428

. . . . . . . . . . . .'eE..-.•
TC!InkDoubloo
Blllordl Doublu
Putt Putt Doubloo
Karole

Blueberry & Pecan Waffles
.99¢ ...
DAY THRU 7p.m.!!!
\loc;Ja uaro1.1gn Friday

C:O.UC: TOPS INDOOIIIIOCCEII POU.
1. Vltto Vildngo
2. Hand Chod!
3. Maqulna Lodna

4.TaoJ..,.

F......... E_.•

Sprlns r.- ·CJaootc
Tirun.tav. April 21
•AIIMon'o,Women'oanriCo-Ror:mlrlnandueOithenianagtrlportld·
pant mHtlngc. hold 01 4:15 p.m. In room 154. Johnson Gym.
Facuky!Stol mlrln ""' duo at the morragorlpartldpont mating
held 01 12 Noon In room 230 of Jolrnson Gym.
C.U 2n·5151for more inlorrnalkin.

••AtJ

JIEIII'II TOP IIIIILOW l'll'CK !IOFI1iAI.L POLL
t.Jodut
2. Sultans of Swat
4.SVA

s. EMJP. A r t CO·IECTOPS~POLL
l. Purple S..... Splllfo

2.M·OS_.
3. Wlzardo
4. Rllrlo

s. Network

GETI\WAY SPECIAL EVENIS
laKE 11IE GUND CANYON

,.....,1AioriiH ·~· Moov I

S.Bandanu

Tob a brUir btfore ftnalo aolth lhlo ~trip Into the Grand
Canyon. $70.00 • ONM studonU, locully and aid, $75.00 • Non UNM.
Tho coot tndudal transportallon and overnight '*"ping 1o... Sign up
early .In tho .rntromurlll Olllce, room 230 1ft Johnoon Gvm; or In tho
Sludont TraWl Centn, room 248 In the. Studont Union Building, Call
277.S1511or mo<olnlormatlon.

6.1ubbox Heroes
7.0iciTimors
8.0nA RoD

9.Ptk.,
10. O.Z.'a
u. Flnt SeaJ

ldJ IIJIINUAL 8PIIING UJE RUN

WOMEN'S TOP$ SLOW PITCK POLL
1. Ouda...
2. Mlllks
3. Alvarado 11.
4.5VA Hlwana

/till\ CONCEPTIONS fil\
\11!1 SOUTIIWEST \!lrl

PHONE 277-5151
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HARRY'S
PLACE
Across from U.N.M.

For this reason, Acosta said, the 12-week stay isn't
actually a long one.
The Hondurans' agenda incluqcs excursions to universities and colleges around the state, including New
Mexico State University in Las Cruces, where they will
meet with 23 Honduran exchange students.
UNM has never had students from Honduras, Acosta
said. "I'm not sure why, but maybe now something will
happen.''
Other items on the visitors' schedule arc trips to
Carlsbad Caverns and White Sands.
"We're trying to show them a litf.le of everything,"
Acosta said.
UNM's guests have already participated in some
campus events, including the Intemation<~l Festival last
weekend, he added,
The two female visitors are staying at Hokona Hall,
while the men are staying at a Travel Lodge, due to lack
of donnitory space, Acosta said.
Acosta called his trip to Honduras "very interesting''
and said he "saw and learned a lot."
"The people were very open, and our philosophies
on how to best serve our students are very much alike,"
he said.
Acosta said the Hondurans have enjoyed the Mexican
food they've tasted here because "h's different from
their own.''

~~~o~vmm ~---...
.Intramural Scoreboard

awaken .:from their cryptobiotic
repose. .

NfWMtXICO

.!81400

1 would like to rep~y to the several letters disparaging the recent
political graffiti on campus.
While it is true that the United States has a constitution guaranteeing,rights of free speech and freedom to speak and practice any
political/religious beliefs, it has been and contmues to be a constant
and on-going struggle to preserve these rights.
I point to a dark time in our country's history in the 1950's when
groups such as The Weavers sung about peace, freedom and human
rights, and were blacklisted for their beliefs, and when the Rosen·
bergs were falsely tried and exect.Jted in the name of "Americanism.''
This tradition continues today in the form of Ronald Reagan, the
Moral Majority and a general atmosphere of intolerance to "unAmerican" beliefs. And furthermore, the media in this countrynewspapers, television, etc.- are very much controlled by commerical interests which limit their usefulness a!; an instrument of
democracy. Witness the cancellation of the "Lou Grant" show because of Ed Asner's opposition to U.S. policy in El Salvador.
I applaud the graffiti-writers of Albuquerque and all across the
country who are the triJe stand<Jrd-l:learer~ of this country's right of
free speech.

A View from the Bottom
Whatever the case, some of us on the faculty are tired of saying
"thank you" every time we get kicke_d in the head. I s.ee no, reaso~,for
shouting "Long live Comrade Perov1ch and our hero1c leg1slato~s as
we are being metaphorically liquidated. I see. no reason t~ be mce to
people who are acting contrary to what I cons1der the best Interests of
the University and my livelihood.
So, Rep. Minzner, let me say that I, one member of the University
community (and a more important one than Pero~ich- ~ teach),
think most of your colleagues in Santa Fe are collection of a1r-heads
who cannot see beyond their political noses.
Ah, many of my colleagues are nowthinking: "How immature, ~ow
self-indulgent and impolitic.'' Perhaps .. But why not? We are certamly
getting nowhere with politeness and rati~nal argument. So w.hY not
go down with honor and self-esteem, w1th a curse on our lips for
those people who are destroying us and our institution?
The Little Minister stated that the faculty needs to take a more
active role in determining the University's role in the state. Hey, great
idea. And what do you propose we do, Steve? Form a few more
committees? Write some strongly worded l}lemos? Express our concern to the media?
.
.
.
,
1ask you, my colleagues, what will it tak~? We were i.nsult~d dunng
the athletic scandal, we were ignored dunng the Pres1dent1al search
and now the representative of our institution praises the Legislature
for knifing us economically. How much more must we be abused
before more of the faculty is willing to stand up and tell these turkeys
to shove it?
·
Our field of action is of course severely limited, since we have no
real power and since the Supreme Court, in a moment of great irony,
determined that we cannot unionize and strike because we are a part
of management. But we can at least be surly. None of us with tenure is
risking his job by criticizing or ridiculing the administration or Legislature, so why not?
A faculty boycott of the commencement exercises togethe~ with a
strong explanatory statement to the press would be, I thtnk, an
appropriate and dignified response to the budget and the outrageous
behavior of our administration. More pointed, though perhaps less
dignified, would be for the faculty to attend dressed in. rags. But I
expect they will have to start shooting faculty before act1on such as
this is supported by a significant number of us.
.. .
Meanwhile, I intend to picket the comme,n~ement ~nd I mv1te the
faculty to join me. Guess I'll never get a mtn1-sabbat1cal.

Editor:

Six Hondurans arrived April 9 for a three-month stay
in New Mexico to review the University of New Mexico's new automated registration system and obtain
ideas for their university's conversion to such a system.
"It's a tremendous compliment to UNM to have
these people here,'' said Associate Registrar Jim Acosta. referring to the visitor$ from the autonomous University of Honduras in Tegucigalpa.
· ·
''They have 30,000 students at their university, and
they register them manually," be said, "so they're
trying to learn as much detail about our process as
possible.''
Acosta said he spent a week in Honduras during
spring break, making preparations for the Hondurans'
visit here.
The exchange was arranged by Ron Blood, director
of UNM's Latin American Programs in Education,
through the Agency for International Development.
"This is the first time we've done anything like
this," Acosta said. "I think the exchange is an important one that is good for both universities."
Acosta was chosen to go to Honduras, said Admissions and Records Dean Robert Weaver, because of his
familiarity with UNM's new system and his fluency in
Spanish.
The visitors speak primarily Spanish, and have translators wit~? them on their visits around the University,
Acosta srud.
"They're visiting just about every department, and

they're very eager to learn as. much as possible about
UNM, as well as New Mexico and the United States
itself," he said.
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/Library Section Growing
Despite Money Shortage

Dallas Star Plays Fundraiser
By Dennis Pohlman

thors frequently donate books because they receive research assistance from Special Collections, she
says, and many presses provide
materials at a discount.
Wright says, "We don't have a
budget. We decide what we want
and order it."
But orders are not necessary to
maintain particular disciplines, he
says, acknowledging that it is much
easier and less expensive to maintain
a history collection than a science
collection. ''For one. thing, the cost
of journals is less."
Barnhart says the department
would like to build the New Mexico
manuscript collection, but that takes
processing money, not book budget
money.
''This is where Special CoHee.
tions may be insufficient, We don.'t
have the staff to process the archival
collections that we should be getting.'' She says a full-time field person to solicit donations is needed,
"butJt is illogical to do that when we
don't have enough staff to process
what is brought in."

Uy Diane Uecker

Zimmerman Library houses the
best in New Mexicanu and Western
Americana Collections available in
the state, say both the head of the
Fine Arts Library and acting head of
Special Collections.
Jim Wright says among of the
estimated three million items housed
in Specal Collections nrc microfilm;
maps; periodicals; congressional
archives of Montoya, Chave~.
Domenici, Lujan and Schmitt;
15,000 photographs; wood blocks
from the "Laughing Horse Press"
that operated in Taos in the 1930s
and 40s; an architectural collection;
and the Fray Angelico Chavez
manuscript collection, "New Mex.ico Roots."
"We are here to take care of rare
and valuable books and develop
manuscript and archival collections," Wright says.
But the collection focuses on New
Mcxicana and Western Americana
materials.
Acting library specialist Jan Barnhart says, ''The collection has
grown by leaps and bounds because
the scope has been more broadly defined since the early days." Otiginall y the area was a depository for
books mainly from the history department.
SHREVEPORT, La. (UPl) Wright says the library continues
Police arrested two men - one
to grow .in spite of hard times the with 21 ounces of cocaine in his
library is experiencing.
sock - on drug charges at the city
Barnhart says she thinks part of airport, authorities said Tuesday.
the reason Special Collections has
Paul A. Flores, 28, of Roswell,
been able to keep up with inflation is N.M, and George E. Glass, 43, of
the administration has financially Shreveport, were arrested at the
allowed them to increase their col- Shreveport Regional Airport late
lections in many fields, while not Monday when they stepped off a
imposing selection limitations. But, commercial flight from West Palm
she adds, "We make reasonable re- .Beach, Fla., state police said.
quests."
Officials said they found 21.18
"We have been very lucky be- ounces of cocaine in Glass's sock.
cause Friends of the Library have
The men were charged with posbeen supportive and we receive pat- session of cocaine with intent to disron donations,'' Barnhart says. Au- tribute.

He was sitting in a local hotel
restaurant having fruit juice and a
slice of melon, and certainly
looked the part. He is, after all, a
star on one of America's most
successfurtelevision series. But
he had been in four cities in four
days, and the pace was beginning
to tell. Timothy Patrick Murphy
was .tired.
Known better to fans as Mickey Trotter of "Dallas," Murphy
wasn'tjetting around the country
because he wanted to dance in a
different city every night. When
he began speaking about coming
to Albuquerque, his enthusiasm.
was obvious. Murphy really
wanted to help.
One of eight celebrities touring
the country for the March of
Dimes WalkAmerica program,
Murphy was in Albuquerque to
aid local publicity efforts for the
campaign.
''Years ago I met one of the
March of Dimes poster children.
It really brought home to me just
how lucky I am. I'm. traveling
around at a faster pace than I ever
dreamed possible, but it's for the
kids, so it's all worthwhile,'' said
the 24-year-old star.

NM Man Held
On Drug Charge
TIMOTHY PATRICK MURPHY

March of Dimes To Walk

Murphy dido 't care to talk about television much. He told a
story or two about his two years
on daytime television, and threw
in a few words about the cast of
"Dallas," but whenever there
was a pause, he returned to the
walkathon.

of the newborn.
By Dennis Pohlman
A number of local celebrities
A 22-mile walkathon spon- are expected to join in the walsored by the March of Dimes will kathon sponsored by the Albube held locally Saturday and Sun- querque chapter, which will be
"I was in Houston yesterday,
day in conjunction with nation· covered on local television. A
but I couldn •t even tell you what
wide walkathons in more than full-scale effort involving nationthe hotel looked like. 1 was only
1,000 communities.
a! television stars already has bethere for a few hours to sleep,
then they had me up and on
gun, with eight television perso- •
The walks are to raise money nalities touring cities to promote
another plane," Murphy said,
through pledges for the organi~a- the walks, including Albudescribing the frantic schedule he
tion, dedicated to eliminating querque.
was keeping.
birth defects, America's number
Publicity drives have also
·
••••
one child health problem.
brought the walkathon idea to the
Murphy seemed a little more
•••••••••••••••-•••••••••••
· •t
Last year, theMarchofDimes U.S. Congress, which held a
run-down than in the morning,
:
:
raised more than $20 million to- mini-walkathon of its own April
but he was still talking about walt
. The Albvquerque
t
ward the organization's preven- 12. It drew some 100 congresskathons and the children. He had
:
;.-:\-,,,;., ::8~ ~.:r
Now at
t
tionprograms,aimedateliminat- men into the national effort.
hispicturetakenandsignedautot ( ,. '
3407 Central NE •.
ingtheproblemsthataffectsome
Organizers encourage memgraphs for a bit, then was led
t
,. ,..h~~-Q'P
265-5170
t
250,000 births each year. The bers of the public who wish to
away, off to Los Angeles on
t
March of Dimes funds research participate as walkers or as
another plane to another hotel,
t ~<'i-1
·
.
:
to find the causes and develop pledges to contact David Calvert
another talk show. But he was
V~UouN~~ro~n~dSDe!
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Latin American Studies Gets
$298,000 for Renewal Grant
Renewed status as a .N'ational Resource Center for Latin American
Language and Area Studies has been
awarded to the University of New
Mexico Latin American Institute by
the U.S. Department of Education.
Dr. Gilbert Merkx, LAI director,
said. a renewal grant will total
$298,000 for the two-year period. It
is shared with the 'Center for Latin
American Studies at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. The
LAI and CLAS work together as the
New Mexico Consortium for Latin

American Studies.
The grant includes a separate
award for graduate student fellowships. Ten other Latin American
area centers have also been funded
throughout the country under Title
IV of the Higher Education Act.
"This is recognition that we are
one of the top Latin American programs in the nation," Merkx said. ''It
helps us to fund and enrich a Variety
of program activities like language

outreach classes, library acquisitions, faculty travel, summer
courses on Latin American studies,
publication of research papers and
support for graduate students."
Almost $30,000 was awarded for
graduate fellowships for the 198485 academic year, The total grant for
1984-85 is $149,000. An additional
$149,000 will be funded for the
1985-86 academic year. UNM is
allocated about two-thirds of the
grant money and NMSU one•third.

Assistant Dean Plans to Retire
After 25 years of teaching in the
University
New Mexico College
of Phanna~y, Assistant Dean Kenneth Stahl is retiring,
Stahl began his career at the University of New Mexico in 1958 as an
assistant professor and moved
steadily up in the department to be.
come the assistant dean in 1976.

"I've been very happy here and
have never had the desire to move,"
he says.
Although Stahl says he has no definite plans for his retirement, effective July l. 1983, he will retain an
office o 0 campus and hopes to
travel, pursue some hobbies, and
spend time with his I 0-month-old
granddaughter.
I'm ready to retire," Stahl says.
"I'm 65 and have the option of remaining until I'm 70, but 1 feel I'm
in excellent health and I want to retire while I can enjoy,yself."

of

He adds that he also wants to give
the younger members of the faculty
the same chance he had. "'With me
gone, there will be an opening for a
full professor, and if I can save five
years for someone else, I' lh happy to
do it," he says.

KEN STAHL

Dean Carman Bliss says Stahl
will not be replaced because of the
University hiring freeze.
Stahl has been teaching "Chemistry of Natural Products," co-taught
by Bliss, who says because Stahl
does two-thirds of the teaching, it is
unlikely the class will be offered
again.

Summer Classes Offered
In Almeria, Guadalajara
By Janet Rivera
Are you torn between going away
for the summer or taking courses in
summer school? If so, the answer
may lie in taking classes in Almeria,
Spain, or Guadalajara, Mexico, as
part of the University of New Mexico summer session.
Up to six credit hours may be
earned during the six-week summer
session, June 20 to July 28. Classes
will meet four mornings a week.
The summer session in Spain will
offer classes on Spanish philosophers and intellectual movements;
language, civilization, and a survey
of Spanish literature; and individualized courses in Spanish literature for
advanced students.
Courses offered in Mexico will
include intermediate Spanish conversation; advanced Spanish gram- mar composition and conversation;
language in society; introduction to
linguistics; and undergraduate and
graduate problems in linguistics.
The Mexico summer session is
open to university students and

Correction

continued from page 1

controversial nature of his new job.
Francke said he believes a corrections secretary should be familiar
with the agency and its problems and
should be able to deal with the
Legislature. He said he believes it
also is important to understand the
judicial involvement in the corrections system.
"And l believe I can offer those
attributes," he said. He declined to
specify what changes he might make
in the agency, or to enumerate the
problems as he sees them.
"I don't want to throw any rocks
at my new agency . . . l want to
approach (it) from a constructive
perspective," he said.

Class
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elementary and secondary teachers.
Two semesters of college-level
Spanish or equivalent language experience is considered necessary to
attend these programs.
·
All applicants will be interviewed. If an interview is not possible, a letter of recommendation is
required.
There is a $25 non-refundable fee
required when the application is
approved.
More information will be available at the 7;30 p.m. orientation
meeting at UNM's International
Center.

Ex-UNM Dancer To Star
In Spring Performance

Stahl has seen a lot of changes in
the 25 years he's been at UNM.
When he began teaching, there were
fewer than I 00 students in the
pharmacy department and about
7,000 enrolled at the University of
New Mexico.
There now are 160 students in the
pharmacy department and 40 percent are women compared with five
percent in 1958.
"I have personally known every
student who has graduated from this
department," Stahl says.
"I've always enjoyed the advisement part of this career," he says.
"I've enjoyed the relationship with
students and that has never disappeared.''
Stahl has seen two parts of the
University of New Mexico's
pharmacy curriculum develop the clinical pharmacy concept,
which emphasi~es the pharmacist/
patient relationship as well as the
pharmacist/product relationship and
the radio pharmacy department at
the University of New Mexico,
which was one of the first of its kind
. in the United States.
"I'm retiring with mixed feelings," Stahl says, "just as I would at
age 70. And I'm certainly not going
to sever all tics with this college."

Domino's

By Terri Jenkins
Arthur Dewey, a J{JmJcr University of New Mexico student
who is now a Brigham Young
University Ballroom Dance
Company member, will perform
at the Spring Formal.
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After performing at UNM and
conducting workshops Saturday,
BYU team members will return
to Utah to begin intensive dance
practice. They will compete
again in the .British Cham·
pionships next month.
Admission to the Spring For·
mal is free to all UNM students,
faculty and staff with appropriate
identification. Tickets for nonUNM people arc $3 in advance,
$4 at the door.

Showcase performances are
scheduled for 9:45, 10;45 and
II :45 p, m, during the Spring
Formal, to be held 9 p.m. to I
a.m. Friday in the New Mexico
Union Ballroom.

! $1.50

Delivers

Besides Dewey, other team
members dancing in the show·
case performances are Melanie
Timothy, Kyle Elder and Laura
Croft.

Dewey began his studies in
dance while enrolled in UNM's
health, physict~l education and
recreation program and camed
his initial fm.perial Society of
Teachers of Dance proficiency
ratings and medals, He is an insttuctor in the BYU dance program, and choreographs his own
competition routines.

I

Pizza

UNM dancers will demonstrate waltz and quickstep
routines. BYU Dance Company
team members will dance mamba, cha cha, West Coast swing
and New York hustle, among
other numbers.

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 4'30'83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262·1662
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Sovereignty
continued from page 1
fore the I Oth Circuit Court of
Appeals, with the Indians prevailing
each time.
The controversy originally began
in 1977 after the 2,000-member
tribe built a deluxe resort and issued
fish and game regulations differing
from state law on bag limits, seasons
and saying .no state license was required.
But New Mexico Game and Fish
officers began arresting non-Indians
who had followed the reservation
regulations while hunting on Indian
lands, and the tribe filed suit.
Arizona, California, Montana,
. Nevada, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming aU filed
court documents on behalf of New
Mexico.
The Uiniah and Ouray Tribe of
Utah, the Southern Ute Tribe in Colorado and the White Mountain
Apache Tribe filed documents in
support of the Indians.
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Educational Equity
Business Students Honored Topic of Conference
By Cl!rol Bradley Shirley
Outstanding management students will be honored
in an awards ceremony today IJt the University of New
Mexico's Anderson School of Management.
Awards will be given by the Association of
Accounting Students, American Marketing Associa"
tion, Deha Sigma Pi, the Graduate Association of
Business Students, ASM Dean Morgan Sp<Jrks as well
as in the international management and marketing
management areas.
The accounting firm of Peat, Marwick and Mitchell
wHI give a $250 aw&rd to the MBA student with the
highest grade point average in ac..:ounting.
Alice Williams, coordinAtor of the ceremony, said
about 20 ASM scholarship recipients will be

annou~ced at !he ceremony, including five students
who Will be gomg to Washington D.C. for four weeks
this summer as part of the Washington Campus Program. UNM and seven or eight other schools in the
country send students to the capitol to attend sessions
of Congress and study the workings of the governmen(, she said.
The outstanding professor of the year selected by the
1982-83 BBA and MBA graduating classes will be
11nnounccd at the same time, Williams ~aid.
Williams said professor Joe Champoux will be th~
master of ceremonies for the fourth year in a row.
The ceremony will be h~Jd in rooms 122 and 124 of
the management school at noon and will be followed
by a reception hosted by the Association of Accounting Students.

Versatile Electronic Cane
An electronic guidance system for
the visually handicapped persons
that could apply both inside and outdoors has been developed by two
University of New Mexico professors who have begun installing it at
UNM.
Dr. Wolfgang F.E. Preiser, an
architecture andplanning professor,
and Dr. James Small, an associate
professor in the Institute of Modem
Optics, created an electronic cane
that picks up beeps and vibrations
from wiring installed along key
routes either in buildings or outdoors. A tactile, or Braille, map of
the route is also included in the
system.
To test the project, Preiser and
Small installed wiring in a pathway
on the second floor of the UNM Student Union Building and asked Ray
Marshall, a handicapped issues spe-

cialist in the UNM Special Services
Program, to test the cane,
Marshall, who is blind, said the
electronic cane is very effective and
should prove useful to blind students
who attend the University.
"We plan to make major buildings at UNM a part of this system,"
Preiser said. ''In addition to the Student Union Building, we will wire
the new Student Services Building
and we would like to link the system
to the city bus stops located around
the campus. "
In buildings with carpet, wiring
can be placed on the floor underneath the carpet for .little cost. He
said the wiring is best suit~d to tiletype carpet wbich can be easily removed to modify a route when interior space changes are made.
Grooves for the wiring would have
to be made in bujldingswith wood or

Educational equity in the western
slates is the focus of a conference
sponsored by the University of N~w
Mexico College of Educalion to b~
held today through Friday at the
Classic Hotel in Albuquerque.
Lonnie Juarez, director of the
UNM Multicultural Education Center/National Origin Desegregation
Assistance Center and chairperson
of the conference, said the two-day
meeting wi.l.l address the need
among seh~ superintendents,
school board members, principals
and other educational policy makers
to cooperate on civil rights issues.
"The conference will provide updated information and the opportun-

'

~sees'

concrete flooring.
Once the wiring has been installed
at UNM, canes will be available free
to blind persons from Marshall's
Special Services office. Preiser said
the canes would cost about $150
each until they arc mass produced.

"I think there is a societal moral
obligation to spend the small amount
of extra money needed to install a
system like this for the blind in office
buildings and public buildings,' • he
said. ''The system would be especially useful in hospitals,offices and
transportation facilities."
Mars,hall, a skier, said he and
Preiser plan to talk to Sandia Peak
Ski Area owner Ben Abruzzo about
installing the system .at the ski
facility.
Preiser said additional modifications to the cane and the route system

for Blind

are planned. Currently the earphone
that allows the usc to hear transmitted beeps is attached to the cane.
Preiser wants to develop wireless
transmission between cane and the
earphone.
Another plan to streamline the
system is to reduce the size of the
radio transmitted! uses. Ultimately,
Preiser and Small would like to add
small beacon transmitters to walls
along routes for the blind. The
beacons would transmit voice instructions to users which could be
activated by pressing a button on the
cane.
"Nothing has been done to help
blind people find their way inside
buildings,'' Preiser said. ''Those of
us who are sighted know how diffi.
cult it is to find our way inside some
complex buildings. Imagine the
problem for the blind.' •

ity to exchange views on. equity
issues,'' he said, ''We expect participants from 19 st11tes in the region.
DanLope2:, head of the New Mexico
Employment Security Department,
will give a welcoming address on
opening day, and Scott Tuxhorn,
U.S. Secretary of Education's Region VII representative, will give
the opening keynote address.''
Reeve Love, associate director of
the UNM Vocational Equity Center,
s<Jid one of the issues that will be
discussed at the conference is the
future of federal training and advisory services provided under Title IV
of the Civil Rights Act and the
Women's Educational Equity Act.
The Reagan administration has
proposed that existing budgets for
the programs be closed out and a
request for zero funding for fiscal
year 1984 be made for both programs.
''Title IV of the Civil Rights Act
and the Women's Educational Equity Act are the only existing pieces of
federal legislation which specifically mandate race/national origin and
sex equity in public school education and which authorize the appropriation of funds for technical assistance to school districts in those
areas," Love said.
· "This legislation came into being
because state govemments historically had been either remiss or recalcitrant in regard to issues of educational equity. The Civil Rights
Act has as its primary function the
protection of the constitutional
rights of children, a fact as well as a
concern that this administration
appears to have lost sight of."

Center Provides CPR Training
By Mark Michnovicz
In knowing the procedure of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, a combination of artificial respiration and
artificial circulation, one can help
save lives when cardiac arrest
occurs.
Bennette Meyer, a registered
nurse at the University of New Mexico Student Health Center, runs classes in which people can become certified in CPR.
"We usually run six to ten classes
each semester with a maximum of
12 students in each. This semester
we've added .three extra classes, and
all are full," Meyer said.
The class is run on the principle of
adult education. In registering for

the class, one receives information in her class.
about CPR and is asked to read and
"It's so important to.know how to
understand it before the class starts. save a life," Soybel said. "I don't
This way students can concentrate think one should be graduated from
on practicing and becoming com· high school without certification.
fortable with the procedure during This is my way of getting more people educated."
the four-hour training session.
"People learn how to keep someone alive in a trauma, by artificially
pumping the heart and doing the
breathing for the victim until advanced medical backup arrives,'' she
said. CPR is used in cases of cardiac
arrest, drowning, shock or loss of
consciousness due to injury.
Beth Soybel, a physical education
instructor at UNM, thinks becoming
certified in CPR is so important that
she gives extra credit to students
who become certified while enrolled

A Small
Circle of
Friends

Atmoun""""'" In Lip Strvlce art pr/nttd tht day
~for~ th~ ~nt and the day of /he event on iJ sptH:t.
ovo/lablt basis, Up Stt11/ct Is twallablt to all UNM

non-profit organl_:atlonS. Forms /or Lip Service can
M plckftl up ln MiJiron Hall, room 138, and must .h.
turned In by I p.m. tht doyprior to publ/collon.

Today's Events

Wednesday Night 7:00, 9:30
starring Brad Davis and Karen Allen

New Mexico Student Union Theatre
undergraduates $2,00/gracluates, public $!1.50
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

Tomorrow Night:

Animal House

-' Talk Tlllfll "Sit11ple U•loa: Do You Nttd a
Coas11111rr Aloa)'mous Group1'' will be beld at8:4S
p.m. today at the Luther Hou.se, J805 Lu Lomas
N.E.

p.m. today at 1g12

Las Lomas to finalize the end of the year

pa~y.

1k Amerk••IMtJUitt of AftoultJ(s wlU present
Gary Fenell, ol Ohio State University, who wUI speak
on HNASA Researth Airqafl,t' at 3 p.m. today fn

,.Mountain Madness," which Will be held Saturday,

the Mechanfcaf Ensineerlns Building. J'errell will be

'rbe ONM Skydl•l•a C.luh will m«t at 7 p.m. today
lnlheSUB, rQOm 253.

on .hand most or tbe da)l tO show video tar~ and

answer questi_ons.
Lu C.mpaou loiUadali will be htld at 7.:30 p.m.
today in the Hokona Lounge. Old members will meet

at7 p.m. Members need. to call an Oincer Jr the can't

altend.

contributots to 11 Conccptlo-nsSouthwest'' from noOil.
lo I p.m. today In the Ortega Hall lounge, The
roagatine will be avaihiblc to the public.•

Tht UNM Spanish Club meets at 3 p.m. Wed·
in the lnternational Center. Lu Lomas

nesda~

Avenue.
'rbe Gay and. lesbian aub 1\111 prt.ient Becky

Bosch. a_ cou~selot at_ the Albuquerque Cou·nsellng
Cooperative, who w!llspeak an HFriendshfps ot love
Relationships?'' at· 7:30p.m. today in the SUB. room
2liA•C. This will be !he las! meeting of the !lmelter.
Weekend ilnd SUtnnier tl.ciiYies Wilt abo be dl!lcussc:d.
~o_re

April13,at Doc Lana's.

A IA<t•to Tl!lfll "The Job Snn:b! Selllna tbe
l'rtMio<t-You" will beheld from2to3 p.m. today at
CateerSc:rviccs, Mtsa VUiaHall, room2131.

Thursday's Events

Ldru VI••• will present bilingual readini!S by

Pn!llkie_iltlai.Scholan need to. sign Up tor the spring
potluck held Friday before 5 p.m. today in the
Honors center.

FREE
LECTURE

at noon today in the SUB, r011m253.

Tltt 111.. Club will meet at 3

Tilt General Llbraey Coaildl on Stall Arralro will
ha\'e a bake Sate from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today
In Iron~ of Zimmerman Library.

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

~Sen.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
W•lliam Armstrong,
R-Colo .• says Congress must take quick action to stop
subsidizing ·:sodbusters,'' who are ruining millions of
acres of fragile grass!lmds each year.
"America's topsoil is washing and blowing aw<Jy at
an una~:;ccptable rate,'' Armstrong told the Senate Agri·
culture Committee Tuesday. "In 14 states, at least 5
million acres of fragile grasslands are in danger of being
plowed under and blown aw!ly unless Congress acts
quickly to stop subsidizing the sodbusters."
A bill by Armstrong, supported by most major farm
and conservation organizations, would prohibit the
federal government from .making any payments of any
kind for crops grown on newly plowed fragile grasslands.
"We're losing over 5 billion tons of topsoil each year
because of the rampant plowing of fragile grasslands,''
the lawmaker said. "The various economic incentives
provided by the federal government . . . provide encouragement for land speculators to buy and plow up
rangelands that should be left alone."
Armstrong said more than 500,000 acres of land had
been plowed up in Colorado alone since 1979. He said
the problem also was serious in Alabama, Arizona,
California, Georgia, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas,
Washington and Wyoming.
"The nation's fanners understand the vulnerability
of these grasslands and, under normal conditions,
would not be plowing them," Armstrong said. "Butthc
government is encouraging them to do so, at a time
when many are near financial collapse."

Armstrong said the major issue was whether the govemme.nt shoUld
all crops, regardless of
"where they are grown, on what kind of land, with what
kind of erosion and whether the crop is <Jlready in
surplus.
·
•· Simply put, we cannot jeopardize another 2$0 million acres in addition to the 40 million acres of fragile
land already being plowed by continuing this practice,''
he said.
"Many fanners across the nation ha.ve to make new
planting decisions again soon,'' Armstrong said. ''This
bill must be passed if we are to avoid another full year of
plowing."

subsidiz~

John Stencel, president of the Rocky Mountain Farmers Union, also testified in support of Armstrong's
bill. Stencel said absentee fanners and foreign speculators were tapping federal fam1 programs to subsidize
"destruct:ve farming practices that are destroying
thousands of acres of marginal grasslands.
''We are setting the stage for Dust Bowl conditions
across much of the Great Plains," he said.
As an example, Stencel said the Wild Horse Investment Co. had enrolled land it owns in the Payment-inKind program, and could receive as much as $297,000
next fall. He said Wild Horse Investment Co. was listed
as a i 'Curacao Netherlands Antilles Corp." with own·
ership split between two firms having the same address
in Panama City.
"It was nev~r the intent, and should never be the
intent, of federal farm programs to assist such absentee
entities as the Wild Horse Investment Co.," he said.

lntorm_ation Is ·availabli! at the office In the

SIJB, room 215, or by callng 277-6739.

tlifolop lor luneh will talk, about <o-touncellng

The Sanduary Group. for alcoholics only, in eels at
noon ThUrSda)'! in· the Newma·n Center.

llifer-V•nlty Ctufst11n FtUo"sldp meets at 7
p.·m. Thursdays tn 1'he Humanities Building room
108.
•
TM Student AU0d11ion of Pf1nners' Brown 811
luncfl S~rltl will (~alure Bill Sfembieda, d!r~tor of
commun1I_Y and reg1ona.r pJan~J~"-1 proaram who wil1
.speak on ''GeUing Published,- or a~ noon Thursday in
lheArchllecture Building, toOm i 16.

A IA<tuto Tltlrd "The R..amt: Your tire History
will be held from 3 to4 p.m. Thursday
at Career Services, Mesa- Vista 2131.
ori 2 P~gts,u

Interests
5 p ace-Related
' New c Iu b
p rom 0 ted by
.
.
. .
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics will not
train you to be an astronaut, but you might meet one at their meetings.
The newly formed c]ub enhances and promotes ae~onautical and
astronautical careers activites and interests. Members mterests range
from hang" gliding making future job contacts within the aerospace
industry. AIAA also brings guest speakers to the campus.

td

Past guest speakers have been Brian Allen, the pilot of the first
human-powered aircraft across the English Channel, and lecturers
from Kirtland Air Force Base on space nuclear technology.
Gary Ferrel from Oklahoma State University will present a lec~ure
on "NASA Research Aircraft." Ferrel will be at the MechaniCal
Engineering. Building most of Wednesday, showing video tapes and
answering questions.
On May 6, Dr. Mary Cleave from NASA wi~l be the guest ~peaker.
This astronaut will be speaking at 3:30 p.m. m the Mechamcal Engineering Building.
.
.
AIAA also tours local facilities .in Albuquerque such as Sandia
Laboratories and General Electric.
The club recently flew seven members to a regional paper competition in Fort Worth. The club also hosts design competitions and a paper
airplane contest.
For more information call Dave Torres 268-5221 or Professor Randall Truman at 277-6296.

Manufacturing Revival Spurs· New Management Concentration
By Denise Resta

Operations Management.

Manufacturing is making a
comeback at business· schools,
states a January 1981 Wall Street
Journal article, and beginning in the

Several high-tech firms, such as
Sperry, Digital and General Electric, have located in Albuquerque.
Management training is expected to
meet the growing needs of these
companies and the expected population increase in the Albuquerque
area, says Suleiman Kassicieh,
management assistant professor.

fall, the Anderson School of Management will offer a new course concentration, "Production Operations
Management."
Management students will be required to take Production Systems
Design, Production and Inventory
Control, Selected Topics in Productions and Operations Management,
and Case Studies in Productions and

"We sent letters about a month
ago to 100 organizations around
Albuquerque and the state to participate in a 'coopemtive program.' So
far, the response from them is en-

couraging, " says Kassicieh.
Depending upon resources, he
says, ASM may write a proposal
offering the concentration on the
master's degree level for next year.
The first of the four courses in the
concentration, Production Systems
Design, will examine management's role in company operations
and plant layout and location, says
Kassicich.
"Students will learn the planning
and control of manufacturing in a
service environment with the use of
management and quantitative tech-

C·ollegesGain Little of Research Funds

Tltt 1JNM Colle&• RepubU<~uu will meet at 7:30
p.m. today in the SUB, roDm 230.

ASUNM Film, Committee presents

Senator Opposes 'Sodbusters'

dollars, funding will rise only 0.5
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) Federal research support for the na- percent, or by $10 million.
Teich says despite the talk about
tion's colleges and universities will
"just about keep pace with infla- the proposed increase, "colleges
tion" next year, despite tM Reagan and universities won't fare nearly as
administration's proposed IS- well as the private sector. Most of
percent increase in overall research that money will go to corporations
like the big aerospace firms."
funding, a new study shows.
Most of the IS-percent increase in
In addition, within the overall $7
federal research money ''won't even
be seen by colleges and universi- billion, funding for defense research
ties," but will instead go to private will increase by nearly 28 percent,
corporations, says Albert Teich, co- while basic research funding will get
author of the American Association only 5.5 percent increase in constant
for the Advancement of Science's dollars.
Funding for university research
annual study of research and de·
through the departments of Agriculvelopment funding.
Support for college and university ture, Commerce, Interior, Educa·
research will increase 4. 7 percent tion, and the N.dional Aeronautics
next year, according to the study, and Space Administration will
amounting to a $236 million in- actually decrease, the study points
crease in real dollars. But in constant out.

And the National Institutes of
Health, which channel nearly $2.3
billion in research money to colleges, will receive a nearly 2-percent
cut in federal support if Congress
approves Reagan's funding re·
quests.

"In 432 (Case Studies) we hope
to cover some of the different techniques between American and
Japanese management.
"They (the Japanese) have a technique called 'just-in-time' or 'kanban.' The emphasis is on tota.l quali·
ty," Kassic~eh says. "Instead of
having a separate quality control department, each worker is in charge
of producing a better product. There
is more responsibility.
"Education is not supposed to tell
a person what to do, but how to make
up his own mind, and to give a student ideas of what to do,'' he says.
UNM, by offering this concentration, hopes .to satisfy an unmet demand of the community and the na·
tion in operations management,
Kassicieh says.

niques,'' he says.
In Production and Inventory Control, students will learn the theory
and technique of efficient control of
production and inventory systems.
They will also learn the necessary
preparations for professional certification exams offered by the American Production Inventory Control
Society.
In the Selected Topics course,
students will examine in detail scheduling, material requirements, planning, production planning, quality
control planning and service operations mana,gement.
In a Case-Studies course, students
"analyze cases and come up with
possible solutions."

Mountain

~~~

9611 MENAUL BLVD. NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112

293-9725

Travel light with
MOUNTAIN HOUSE
Enjoy a wide variety of
delicious foods. No cooking. No cleanup. When
ounces count, pack
Mountain House freeze
dried food.

The Ulllill Ballroom. Oan10 Oub is selling !·Shins
for $6.$0, All proceeds defray c:"pcnses· from the
Spring Fotrilal April 22. More fnforrrtalion i!i
avaltablefrom Marlene Johnson at241·B782,
.,Minorities 1nd Medldae;" a motlvaliond
program, will be held May 23·27. More
1nformahon Is available by writing uMotivationaf
Work!hop Program'' /Siudenl Artairs Offiee/Basic
Science _Medical Bldg., room 106/Aibuquerque
N.M.~ 87lll, or by calling tburo Silva, MWP
eoordtna!or, at277-4tll4 or277·272B.
~ork•ho~

7·9fM

Wednesday, April 20th
5319 Queen's Way l'f.f:.
West ofT Wyo onto Spain
Go 5 blocks, turn right

''MORE LOVE, MONEY

HEALTH Bt PEACE"
Through learning an
expanded awareness
technique.
JEFF KROCK

A.I.A.A.

U.N.M Student
section otthe
American lnshtute
of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

''Active Be Growing"
Meeting Tonight

M.E. 303

Guest SpeckerMr. Gary Ferrel~ OSU
Topic·
NASA Aircraft Researcfl

This coupon good ONLV
with coupon thru 4-29-83
with valid student or
New Donors accepted
military ID. limit one
From 12:30 to 3:30 pm
per New Donor. Not good
Monday througb Friday
with other coupons
Present this coupon for a $5.00
Bonu. on Firs!
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Arts

I

UNM Performers Promise Most Spectacular Show
The University ·Of New Mexico
theater art~ department will close the
curtain on its 1982-83 season with
its most spectacular and ambitious
production in I 0 years.
The technical and artistic tour de
force is Candide, a frothy, awardwilming Broadway musical-comedy
based on Voltaire's satiric novella

by the same name, whicb was first
published in 1758.
Witty and timeless, the tale follows the misadventures of Candide,
a wide-eyed, optimistic youth who
believes he lives in "the best of all
possible worlds," despite frightful
evidence to the contrary.
UNM's production adheres to the

Noted Screenwriter
To Lecture Tonight

1973 adaptatign by director Harold
Prince, with memorable musical
scores by Leonard Bernstein.
(Viewers might recognize one of the
most famous pieces of music from
Candide as the theme of the "Dick
Cavett Show.")
UNM theater arts professor and
former department chairman
Charles Robert (Bob) Hartung, is
directing the production, which rivals in music and spectacle UNM's
presentation a decade ago of Bernstein's Mass.
Although Hartung is orchestrating Candide, he emphasizes that the
production is a coopeerative effort

of students and faculty in UNM's
theater, dance and music programs.
Participating students paticipated in
a semester-long worksbop to prepare for the demanding play.
Audience members will also be
.part of the action because of the special set design of the theater-in-theround, or more specifically, theaterall-around.
Transcending the barriers of the
stage proscenium, set designer and
faculty member Clayton Karkosh
has created an arena, setting of 11
platforms, with the audience sitting

Book~·

and Films: An Evening
with Wolf Mankowitz is the title of
the last installment in the 1982-83
lecture series sponsored by the
Friends of the University of New
Mexico Libraries.
Mankowitz, a novelist, playwright, screenwriter, journalist and
poet, will rnake his free, public presentation tonight at 7:30p.m. in the
west wing .of UNM's Zimmerman
Library.
Mankowitz is the author of !Abra-

cadabra!, The Blue Arabian Nights
and several other works. He has
been the recipient of the British Film
Academy award, the Oscar and the
Venice Film Festival award.

At UNM, he is an adjunct faculty
n1embcr in the departments of theater arts and English.
The Friends of the UNM Libraries
is a non-profit group which works to
benefit the UNM libraries and the
community, As part of the group's
support for libraries and books, the
organization encourages writers
throughout the state to address interested groups about their work.
The lecture series format at UNM
calls for the speaker to make a presentation which is followed by a
question-and-answer session after
which the audience has an opportunity to meet and talk with the author.

Kevin Donovan recently began
work as a photography intern at the
University· of New Me"ico's University Art Museum through a grant
from the National Endowment for
the Arts.
He has begun his ll-month posi"
tion as curator of the museum's current M.A./M.F.A. Candidate Exhibit. During his stay Donovan plans
to co-author a book about the
museum's 19th century photography collection.
A native of Vermont, Donovan
earned his master's degree in art history from the University of Dela.l!Yare.

By Steve King

"Frisbee Football is the worst
misnomer for Ultimate."

In describing the setting, Hartung
points to a quote by Harold Prince:
"It owes it origins to medieval theater, to the (Shakespearean) Globe, to
commedia dell' arte, It is street theater. It is about live actors and a live
audience."

The game is played on :l field
70 yards long and 40 yards wide,
with 25-yard end zones.
Seven players are allowed on
the field for each team.
The game is started with a
throw off, which is something
like a kickoff in football.
A team keeps the disc until
they either commit a turnover or
score.
Points are scored by receiving
the b:dl in the end zone by pass,
Authorities say it is the most
aerobic sport besides basketbaiJ.
The same 14 players must stay
in the game until a score is made,
as substitution is allowed only after a score.

The Broadway set, on which
UNM's is based, was one of the
reasons for the play's popularity
with audiences and critics. Candide
won the 1974 Drama Critics Award
for a Broadway musical, four Tony
awards and two theater World
Awards.

The description of Ultimate
Frisbee is simple compared to
trying to play the game. It is a
fast-paced and exciting game
played by college students on any
number of campuses throughout
the United States.
Anarchy and the Puna Buds
are two local teams. Anarchy
captain and UNM student Tim
Caffrey says it's a running game
and that a player must be in good
shape to play. Anarchy was the
sectional champ in 1981 and has
two championships under its belt
this year, including one from last
weekend.
"Some people think that
throwing the frisbee is the hardest
part," says Caffrey, ''but l think
that .it's the running and catching
against an opponent. There are
14 players running after one frisbee, so it turns into a running
game .•
"The way to win is to keep
turnovers to a minumum, and to

Candide will be in UNM's Rodey
Theater, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday this weekend and ne)(t,
Curtain time is 8 p.m.
This production marks Hartung's
lOth year with UNM and the lOth
anniversary of his direction of Mass.
The theater arts department will hold
a special celebration Saturday to
honor Hartung, who is most famous
for his work as a writer, director and
producer of some 50 Hallmark Hall
of Fame TV episodes.

Nomination forms are available
from the New Mexico Arts Division
office, but they are not required. The
Arts Division's telephone number is
827-6490.

Museum Curator
Plans Photo Book

''When the audience members
come in,'' Hartul;lg explains,
"they're going to see throughout the
theater these 11 different platforms.
No matter where they sit, they'll
actively be part of the show."

To help UNM promote its production of this award-winning play, the
Donrey Outdoor Advertising Company has donated space on three of
its billboards in the city.

N.M. Arts Commission Seeks
Nominations for High Honors
The New Mexico Arts Commission is seeking nominations for the
lOth annual Governor's Awards for
excellence and achievement in the
arts.
New Mexico's highest honor to
artists, the Governor's Awards will
be presented by Gov. Toney Anaya
in a special ceremony to be held at
the capitol in October.
Artists who have received the coveted awards in previous years include Georgia O'Kceffc, Rudolfo
A. Anaya, Mark Medoff and Fremont Ellis.
Any individual or organization in
the state may nominate artists or
others who have made outstanding
contributions to the arts in New
Mexico.
Letters of nomination, including a
complete biography or resume plus a
statement of why the nominee is particularly deserving of recognition,
must be mailed before midnight,
May 31, to the New Me)(ico Arts
Division, 113 Lincoln Ave., Santa
Fe 87501.

·Ultimate Frisbee
Making Progress

in and around the action.

Lobo Pholo

CANDIDE: The Judge (Marc Moushette},left, and the Grand
Inquisitor (Charles Glover} happily confer about the killings
of the day during an inquisition in UNM theater's upcoming
production.

The "Benistein-to-Bernstein"
festivities begin with the performance of Candide and continue with a
reception at the Old Airport Term in·
al at 2920 Yale Blvd. S.E. Theater
arts friends and Hartung's associates
are invited. For more information,
contact UNM's theater arts department.

do that you have to play acontrolled game. It's either turnover or
score, so keeping the mistakes
down is very important."
Most games are played manto-man, but Caffrey says zones
are becoming more and more
popular, especially against the
wind. ' 'Its very difficult to score
against the wind," Caffrey says.
''Teams use zones when the
other team is traveling Into the
wind. lt' s like playing tennis
against it."
The. Punas started as an intramural team about 2~':z years
ago, but just started playing
tournaments this year. The two
teams practice together, but practice separately for tournaments.
Next weekend, both teams will
travel to Denton, Texas for a 16team tourney.
The weekend after finals
week, Anarchy will host the
fourth annual Albuquerque Invitational at Johnson field. Anarchy has won the two-day tourney
two years in a row. Caffrey is
trying to bring in 12 to 14 teams
ft•om Texas, Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona.
"They've had National Championships since 1977," Caffrey
says of the National Disc Association. There are 600 teams registered in the U.S. It's slowgrowing in the southwest, but its
starting to look up.
Caffrey, who is also the president of the UNM Disc Association, is hopeful the sport can
grow to be as popular as it is back
east. "In the East," he says,
"e:very ~c!Jool has it as an ex.tramural sport. The sport hasn't
progressed as quickly as it did
back East, but we've made some
progress."
Caffery says he hopes to start a
women's team.

Miettinen Successful on Slopes
In Finland's Polar Alpine Games
Lobo skier Saila Miettinen returned to Albuquerque this week after a one-and-a-half week trip to
northern Finland for the prestigious
Polar Alpine Games.
Miettinen's best result was a respectable lOth-place finish in the
slalom event.
"I had some mistakes in the first
run of the slalorn," Miettinen said.
"I had to make sorne extra turns to
get ba.ck on the proper line .and I
guess that really slowed me down.

BOOKSIGNING
PARTY

My second run was pretty good.';
Teams from seven European
countries were represented in the
Games with Sweden taking top
honors.
Miettinen, 20, is a three.time Finnish national alpine champion and is
a first-year member of Coach
George Brooks' UNM squad. She
placed seventh. in the slalom in last
month's NCAA Championships in
Bozeman, Montana to help boost the
Lobo women's team to a secondplace national ranking.

Oilers, Hawks Hoping for End
(UPI) ~ The Chicago Black
Hawks and Edmonton Oilers can
clinch final-round berths in the
National Hockey League's Western
Conference tonight, but both Eastern Conference Stanley Cup semifinal rounds will go at least to sixth
games.
The Black Hawks took a 3-1lead
over the Minnesota North Stars with
a 4-3 victory in overtime Monday
night, while the Oilers lost a chance
to clinch their best-of-seven series
with a 6-5 loss to the Calgary
Flames. Both take 3-1 leads into
their tonight games at Chicago and
Edmonton, respectively.
The three-time Stanley Cup
champion New York Islanders will
attel)lpt to take a 3-2 lead over the
New York Rangers and the Buffalo
Sabres and Boston Bruins will snap
their 2-2 deadlock in games tonight
with the Islanders and Bruins the
home teams.
The two Western Conference
games took surprising turns Monday
night- the Black Hawks dominating play during the second half of
their game with the North Stars and
the Flames rallying after a I0-21oss

Games Coming
This year brings the first psuedoOlympic sports, called the 1983
University Games, to campus.
Jeff Farthing, coordinator of the
school Olympic games, said he the
games are being held to "make
UNM a little bit smaller.''
He said he hopes they will become an annual event.
The games are for people who like
athletics and people who just want to
have fun, Farthing said. Eleven individual and six team events are
planned.
Traditional events will include
bike racing, swimming and running,
while new events will include wall
ball, Frisbee and rainbow softball,
Farthing said.
The games are scheduled at 10
a.m. April29 at Johnson Gyrn, and
any UNM student or faculty member
may participate.
Registration is 50 cents per event
up to five events. If more than five
events are entered a $2.50 fee will be
charged.
Sorne 142 prizes will be awarded
including T -shirts, mugs and beer
holders.
After the games a TGIF party is
plamied from 5 to 7:30 p.rn. and a
dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The games are sponsored by Sub
Recreation, UNM's Interfraternity
Council and Budweiser.
More information is available
from Jeff, 277-0009, or Ann, 2471522.

ALASKA
America's Last Wilderness
in images and sounds.
A slide presentation in color, dual projectors, and synchronized sound, focusing on the Brooks Range, Yukon, and
Copper River Regions of Alaska. Produced by John D'Anna.
and

Taos:
Rio Grande Gorge
with a seasoned river guide to introduce the shows, and
answer questions.

Free Showing
Time
7-9 P.M., Friday, April 22
Place
Mountains & Rivers
2320 Central SE
• 268-4876

Mountain• and Riven l• offedng a trip
on the Rio Grande Boli
for the •pecial pdce of $60.00

111.~·
\IJN'I,Imt,rl
U.N.M STUDENT RALLY

.l

1

I·!
I

Transportation to and from Taos, a delicious
buffet lunch, and lots of fun are included in the
price. Far Flung Adventures, in their fifth season,
have earned a reputation for safety and
enjoyment on the Rio Grande.
CaD 268·4876

I

1

;;You've read his books,
now ~ee his looks. "

presents

On Sunday, May 15th,

~··

106 Cornell S.E.
262-1619

Far Flung Adventures·

Baa tiJe River
wltb Far Flang Adve11taresl

~,

Living Batch Bookstore

At Buffalo, Rick Middleton collected two goals and four assists and
linemate Barry Pederson added two
goals and three assists to help Boston tie the Adams Division final at
two victories each. The Bruins
scored four straight goals to break a
2-2 second-period tie. Boston goalie
Pete Peeters stopped 26 shots, including two on Dale McCourt, who
broke in alone late in the second
period.

By Lydia Piper

f:tiAT.MtAI.A

Author of the Monkey Wrench Gang

April20

final at two victories each. Mio survived a tlurry and moved the puck up
ice, where Ar.ders Hedberg sent it to
Pavelich for a 2-0 lead. George
McPhee gave the Rangers .a 1-0 lead
only 2:51 into the gal)le and Reijo
Ruotsalainen added an insurance
goal. Greg Gilbert spoiled Mio' s
shutout bid.
The Islanders looked awesome in
taking two straight games from the
Rangers but then slipped back into
their onagain, off-again performance during the regular season.
The Islanders, trying for a fourth
straight Stanley Cup triumph, have
only occasionally shown the form
which enabled them to win three
straight and could be ripe for an
upset.

A drawing for a free river trip on the Rio Grande Box
will be held the night of the show.

Edward Abbey

2-4pm

to the Oilers on Sunday.
Chicago's Rich Preston scored at
10:34 of the overtime to give the
Black Hawks the win and a 3-1 lead
in games. The right wing took a pass
from Tom Lysiak and .flipped the
puck past Minnesota goalie Gilles
Meloche.
"We played for only a period and
a half," said North Stars general
manager and co-coach Lou Nanne,
''and a game lasts longer than that.''
The Black Hawks, trailing 3-0
midway through the second period,
rallied to force the overtime on
Lysiak's two goals and one by Doug
Wilson.
At Calgary, Paul Reinhart scored
two power-play goals to help the
Flames stave off elimination in the
Smythe Division final and force the
best-of-seven series back to Edmonton for Game 5 tonight. Coming off
a 10-2 humiliation Sunday, the
Flames assembled a che<;king game.
Their power play, a fizzle in the first
three games, connected three times
-twice with a twoman advantage,
At New York, Ed Mio came within I :38 of his first .career playoff
shutout and triggered an insurance
goal by Mark Pavelich, helping the
Ranger~ even their Patrick Oivision

..

Apr1120,1983
.. .
UNM NORTH MALL
BETWEEN THE LIBRARY AND SUB
12:00 NOON- 1:00 p.m.
.

aseslnada. en yanasll por unlda des mllltares
contrarevoluclonartas .~~•• ~?..de nero

l \_

.
~
SPONSORS! Raza Unida Estudiantil, Estudiantes Por La Cunura, Iranian

Student Association Cultural, Nicaragua Aid Society, Campus Committee For
Human Rights In Latin America, M,E. Ch.A Singer Ana Hilda ~

J\N'l,I-J>ItJ\li"r 7

to reserve your place on the trip.

MOUNTAINS

& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E, ~~::n.HM;
268-4876, Mon~Fri 10•6, Sat 10-S
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9 More Issues

--------------1. Personals
I! ANI> S: When's !nil!ntion? Love, the Future Polar
Bears.
4/20
TO MY "MACHO man," Tom: A big Happy 27th
Birthday. Love you, J.
4/20
IJEY DOODI.EI so you thousht you would never
get a pmonnl. You're the best. Who's your buddy?.
4120
SALLY G.: TO the most gorgeous girl I've ever met.
Even though she plays hard. to gel, l still..• you know
what.
4/20
IIAPPY III"TIUM.Y IIAMMV.. We Jove Youl
Flfi, Mike, Jcn, Twig and P.P.
4/20
Slli\RI' OIIJECTS TURN you on? The Fiesta Dart
4/20
Booth satisfies repressed primal urges!,
l'I.ACE YOUR I'ERSONAI. message to friends,
family, etc. in the classifieds. Only 17 cents per word
per dny for four days or Jess, 12 cents per word per
dny for five or more consecutive days. 131 Marron
Hull. Deadline: I p.m. of the busittess day before
in1crtlon.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
J.t)ST: nt:o St:KAI lO·specd in Sandin Mts.
411~/83. 265·0823.
4/22
.FOliNO: l'lJPI'Y- H:MAU:, black/white spots.
Collar, no tags. Morning of April 19 near Scholes
4126
Hall. m-2626.
t'OUNIJ: SI~T OF keys ncar Central and Cornell,
(uentifyund claim all31 Marron Hall.
4122
LOST: IIJ.llt: BACKPACK with textbooks and
~ontnct lenses. $25 reward. No questions asked. 8775178.
4120
NAVY I'ACK TAKt:N from Olympic Pool Monday.
Reward. 256-7173.
4/22
CLAIM YOllll I.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
TIH. ~;N('IIANTJo:I> H.lln;, Chamber music for
\\cddilli\• and otller special occasions. 265·0823. 4122
0~\YCARE IN ltNM area M·F 8-5:30. 842-5361.
t'>ummcr alst>).
4126
1\Cl'I.EX WOIIU PIIOCF.~SING: Thms, disscrratwn,, term l1apers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
4127
~U'iiORSI riiEIIE'S STII.I. lime m hire a
profc-.ilmal DJ for your graduation party. Call Ellis
.11 ~9Y-4005.
4129
VICWIUt\'S WOIU> SMITII\': Word procmmg,
t~pmg. Call Vickie 821-4812.
4129
TYI'I~G !111M]. 90 cents/page. 843·9137.
Si9
lYI'ING, I.OMAS·l'llAMWA.Y area. Experienced.
Sl9
Rc•"orutblc. 299-1355.
imnllr\Ut'E- NATIIIV.I. PUOGRAMS for
\~eJght Jo1s, .:ellulitc control and skin care. 255-9866.
4121
TYI'ISG, n:nM PAPERS. Very reasonable. 299·
1240.
4t29
WJl.I, UO CIIILUCAUt: in my home. 255·9567
4121
e\cnings. Ncar UNM.
WEUUING PHOTOG"APJIY, QUAI.ITY photo
work at affordable prices. 884-8259.
4/21
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor, some
gcllius. 242·3093,
519
OVEI!Wt:IGIIT7 NEEU OVERWEIGIIT people for
an all natural program. Ca11255·9866.
4/21
PROFESSIONAL EDITING, REASONAIILE rates.
242-5831.
4/22
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE. 265·
3315.
tfn
A·I1YPIST. TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970.
4129

READY •·oR SOMIITHING different? Try 1974 TOYOTA WAGON. One local owner. AlT.
Look$ and runs good. 294-3506,
4/2$
skydiving. CaU 877-4016, Albuquerque Parachute
Center.
4n9
198J KAWASAKI SSOI.tD, excellent condition, low
mileage, great transportation. 881,9861.
4/22
TilE CERVICAl, Ct\P )$ a barrier method of birth
control. While being studied by theF,p.l\,, the ~ap is C"U FOU SALF;, 1976 Honda Civic $1300. 294·
available locally through the New Mexico Women's 3506.
4/20
Sclf.fJelp Group. 268•4829.
4/26
BICYC.I.F.S FOR S"l.f.:: New Puchs from $139,
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs In
Bertins $345, Used bikes, free April Bicycling
my home. Call lhe Other Office. 884·6564 or 898Magazine with this ad, Jl,C. H;illeti's World
3932.
4/29 Champion Bicycles, corner of Lead anr.l Yale. 268·
A-CCURATE INFORMATION AIIOUT con·
5697.
4/22
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
HP·41C/CV PERIPHERALS - OPTICAL wand
294·0171.
tfn $90 new, Card reader $160, Ca!l David at268-565J or
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey 255-2137, 1·10 p.m.
4/20
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
ORIGINAI.1967 COUGAR $1200, 255·3719. 4/25
tfn
FOR SALE: YAMAHA eight·channel P.A.
WF. GOl' DISTRIQUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
mixer - stereo out, Randal twin reverb guitar amp,
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold one Pair of neavY·dUIY P.A.. speakers, 277-2417 Kim.
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
4/21
5019 Menaul N,E., across fromLaBelles.
tfn
FOU SALE;: 198!1 Plymouth Arrow true~. Excellent
PREGNANCY TES'riNG & counseling. Phone 247- condition. 277-2417 Kim between 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
tfn.
9819.
4/2)

4. Housing

6. Employment

ROOM NF.EDED IN exchange for child/com·
panion/anlmal care, housesittlng, etc. 277-5194 or
298-0669.
4125
GRAI>UATE ASSISTANT AND two Resident
Advisors looking for summer sublet. Responsible,
references upon request. Call277-2666. Message 277·
5122.
4/22
ROOMMATE WANTED, TWO bl11cks from
campus. $120 month plus 1/J utilities. 265·4939. 4/26
SEEKING GRADUATE STI]DENT houscmate.
Share garden. Six month lease. 242·6660. ·
4/29
t'EMALE ROOMMATE FOR three.bdrm, two-bath
hou~e. NEHeights. 292-1947.
4120
SUMM•:R SURI.ET AVAII.ABU; in June. Three
bdrm., close to UNM. Ideal for visiting faculty. 266·
5003.
tfn
SUMMER SUIII.ET AVAII.AIII.E late May. Two·
bedroom house near UNM. 266·3983.
4/25
WANTED: ROOMMATE TO share large house
across the street from UNM. $117 per month. 2902
Campus NE. 266·2863.
4122
ltf:SPONSIRLE QUIET PER~ON wanted to share
two-bdrm house ncar UNM/TVI. $130 plus !'i
utilities. 266·3336.
4/29
CUJ.TIJIIEI> GENTLEMAN·SCIIOLA.U wanted to
share house. Please no smokers. 268·6617. $175
- includes utilities.
4125
1WQ..IIOill\f HOME. Close UNM/downtown.
$350/month. 243-3447.
4121
FOit RENT: t:t'FJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E .. 5210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all ulilities paid, $1 SO security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundrY facilities, No
children or pels. Please call before 6:00 In the
e~ ening, 266·8392.
tfn
TilE CITADEI..-SUPERB locatiOn near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn

Ti\KEMINE CLASSICAl. GUITAR with hard case.
Flawless condition. New strings. Besloffer over $250.
268·7102 evenings.
4126
I'UCII MOPED. 5300 cash firm. 268-6900. Keep
calling.
4120
DOBERMANS. AKC REGISTERED, 11
black-tan and red-rust. S6S, 299-1771.

41 rr0UtA1- ~t11>
Chick Corea
Stanley Clarke
Lenny White
Al DiMeola

Monday, April 25th, 8pm

Kiva Auditorium
On Sale
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SKYI>IVEI I>ON'l' PASS up this thrilling sport •
Come check it out tonight at 7:00 In Room 253 of the
SUB.
4/20
PRf:SIOENTIAL SCHOLAR POT·I.UCK Dinner,
Friday, April 22, 6:30 p.m. in the Honors Center
Lounge. All members Invited. Please sign up for the
dinner by Thursday the 21st in the lounge.
4/21
I.F.SBIAN AND GAY Students: GLSU meets
4/20
Wednesday, 7:30p.m •• SUB 23JA.c.
NOVICE MIXED DOUBLES Racquetball tournament Saturday, April 30, 1983. For more in·
formation, call the Sports Center 345-8777.
4/21
CI.UII? MEETING? EVENT? Advertl~e in .La>
Noticias. Only 10 per word per day for UNM
organizations.
tfn

Classifie~s

Da the Trick

131 Marron Hall

Acting
Classes
Taught by
t:thel Terry Baca

266-8519

I
I
I
CITY
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
I
& A Large Soft Drink
I
. $1.65
I
wttn ·coupon today
I
127 Harvard SE
I,
1t~ bk. s. oi c.,lr~t
.
.

,_..;.

___

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
•C64's. drives. dotosette. gomesl
•Available for delivery now!
• Discount prices on orders placed before May 12

COMPUFORCE
Mon-Frl 8:30 • 5:00
coli Moe at 265-7006

RAniNG
Tailor-made Trips for
Groups and Individuals
WILDWATER RAFTING, Inc.
266~9721

· «:;overed

· . .,.,agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\IVN

TOP DOG-

277-5656

ACROSS
1 Prefix for
tone
5 Map book
10 Bargain
14 Old Irish
alphabet
15 Play
16 People
17 Annoyed
19 Italian river
20 Results
21 Cold symptom
23 Behind time
25 Bother!
26 State again
30 "--.one
vote"
34 Concur
35 Wreck
37 Dickens
girl
38 Back
39 Earliest
42 Spanish
article
43 Hardy girl
45- school
46 Body swelling
48 Addison's
colleague
50 Retaliation
52 Conveyances

54 Not common
55 O'Neill's
"The-

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

-"

59 Giving love
63 Jackpot
64 Rome's
stream:
2words
66 Editor's word
67 Jagged
68 Center
69 Sibilate
70 Body shop
problems
71 Wear away
DOWN
EASY

1 Forecast
Popes
2 Anti: Dial.
18 Charters
3 Of the USSR 22 Rooter
4 Drive
24 Bobble

5 " - Fidelis''
6 Refrain
syllable
7 Femme
8 Modify
9 Pressing
devices
10 Sketched
11 Noble
12 Skin trouble
13 Certain

26 Floats
27 Bird
28 Emanated
29 Piano fixer
31 Piers
32 Fragrance
33 Of snouts
36 Ypres, to
Flemings
40 Managed
41 Panic

,

I

~----------~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

J/Of CEJVT'RAL, S€

*

9. Las N oticias

~"""'-=--""'~N::f265-306.7

New fast call-In service
Lomas at Yale 842-1192

Z$S-~.J.30

v

WANTED: PICKUP ROLLBAR, Must fit small
4/20
import. 898·1377.
THREE KITTENS TO good home. 256-9034. Leave
message.
4/20
WANTED: BUSINESS MAJO" for paper work.
266·8285 anytime.
4/20
INSTt\Nl' CREDIT, NEW credit card. No one
refused. Also informiltlon on receiving
Visa/Mastercard. Guaranteed results regardless of
credit rating. Call602·966-0090 ext, 0924,
4/20
WANTED: TELEPIIONE ANSWERING machine.
Stephanie 256-9656 after 5 p,m,
4/22
ARTWORK BY SCOIT Sweezy at the Hippll, 120
Harvard SE, Showing 4/14 through 5/26. ·
4/22
ADVERTISE IN THE Dally Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

t.od,

Daily
And weekly classes
Now enrolling
Classical, Ballet, Jazz
Exerclse/Reluation
Laura Brown·Eider

*BEST DARN*
HOT DOGS WEST OF
MICHIGAN AVE!

f..,. u,. FAMILY
,

8. Miscellaneous

Perfor

~ 19

Ct'ICAGO STYLE HOT DOGS

S£CONIJHAND CLOrHES
NEW 6 l/SED

I

WHITEWATER RAFTING ON Rio Orande and Rio
Chama by Wlldwater Rafting, Inc, Trips start at $25.
26~·9121.
6/16
ADV.ERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily LoiJo,
tfn

5. ForSale

I~ 7'!iiif~S

l

DRUMMEU NEEI>ED, COMMERCIAL pop/rock.
243-6039.
4/21
SECRETARY WJ\,NTED ONE weekday morning
weekly. Speedwriting or shorthand required, Three
blocks from campus. $5/hour. 242·3347 evenings,
4/22
GAIN IIUSINESS EXPERIENCE in Creative
Personal Sales, Marketing and Finance in Northwestern Mutul\ll.ife's College Internship Program.
Earn $10-$12/nour working nexible part-time during
school and full-time summer. Call Jill at883-5360 for
more information,
4/20
PART-TIME SALES, evenings/weekends, Will earn
$10/hr minimum. 292·9029, 268·1815.
4/20
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING taken for positions
at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jemez
Mountains. Need nurse, counselors; handyman and
kitchen aides. For Interview, cal1243·958l
4/20
NEEDED: CAPABLE, MATURE, neat individual
for all day Saturdays. Receptionist/contact Jeus-tech.
in optometrist office, Will train. Apply in person
Wed,-Thurs. 9·11 a.m. 1020·A Eubank NE.
4/20
round.
OVERSEAS
JOIIS -SUMMER/year
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500·
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write JJC,
Box 52-NM·l, Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625,
4/20
CRUISE SHIP JORSI $14.$28,000. Carrlbean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
1·916-722·llll ext. UNEWMEX.
4/29
PA"T·TIME JOII afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years .old, Mu!t be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Uqour Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
519

7. Travel

EVENT
RAREE

44 Hidden facts
47 Watching
calories
49 Set down
51 Chaplains
53 Tower
55 Mixture
56 Converse
57 Partisans
58 Black: Poet.
60 Russian
name
61 USSR river
62Accrued
651s: Fr.

